Several tools already exist for automating batch execution of multiple sequence analyses and browsing them, e.g. Genotator (Harris, 1997) . Nevertheless, obtaining the most valuable insight requires efficient and intuitive visualization tools. We have developed Genomic Sequence Total Analysis and Lookup Tool (GESTALT), a WWW-based workbench that automates the analysis of raw genomic sequences and produces tightly integrated, intuitive maps of the analyzed sequence with access to annotation files. The sequence map lends itself to interpretation at different scales, from a few kilobases (suitable for viewing gene structure) to several megabases. GESTALT has been used to analyze the complete olfactory receptor gene cluster on human chromosome 17p13.3 (Glusman et al., 2000) , part of which is shown in Figure 1 .
The GESTALT maps are composed of two main parts: the statistical analyses (top) and the gene map (bottom). The statistical analyses include graphs of CpG contrast values and of G+C content. Both are presented as deviations from their calculated respective regional averages. G+C graphs are colored to indicate the isochore (Bernardi, 1993) : green, blue and red for isochores L (<43%), H1-2 (43-50%) and H3 (>50%), respectively. CpG dinucleotides are underrepresented in vertebrate genomes (Karlin et al., 1994 ), yet they are found in clusters called 'CpG islands', typically correlated with promoters and initial exons (Gardiner-Garden and Frommer, 1987) , and containing Sp1 sites that prevent remethylation (Brandeis et al., 1994) . Sp1 clusters are therefore depicted on top of CpG islands, indicating additional predicted strength. The central part of the GESTALT map integrates user-derived annotation with the results of various gene recognition tools, including GenScan (Burge and Karlin, 1997) , fgenes (Solovyev and Salamov, 1997) and others. Features on the 5 -3 strand (left to right) are shown above the center line, those on the opposite strand below it. Sequence ambiguities and low-quality segments are indicated as red ticks crossing the central black line. This visual quality feedback is useful for detecting gaps in composite sequences and as an aid in sequencing projects. Beyond the standard box representation indicating feature start and end, several improvements have been introduced into the gene model depiction. Feature height indicates the quality of the predicted exon; additional features like promoters (green) and poly-adenylation signals (red) are included as reported by the tools; and a horizontal blue line joins all elements from a predicted gene into a single unit. Thus, the quality of the predicted gene can be assessed at a glance, and neighboring gene models are readily distinguished. Gene predictions can be complemented also by the display of long ORFs (purple) with those statistically significant remarked in brown (expectation value E<1 for the sequence analyzed), blue (E<10 −3 ) or black (E<1 for the full genome), using exponential decay to model random distances between stop codons. Additional analyses available (not shown) include recognition of splice sites, homology searches [blast (Altschul et al., 1997) versus non-redundant GenBank], multinomial probability of sequence composition, and e-PCR (Schuler, 1997) . Finally, a rich display is provided of interspersed repetitive elements, typically 50% of the sequence, as identified using RepeatMasker (Smit and Green, 1996) . Their location and age give important insights into the evolutionary history of the genomic region. Color-coding: LINEs (green), Alus (red), MIR (purple), tRNA genes (blue) and all other repeats (including retroviruses, LTRs, MaLRs, etc.), in brown. Element age is indicated by feature height, from 50-100% identity to the corresponding family consensus (taller features represent evolutionarily recent insertions). At small scales it is possible to recognize repeats that inserted into older ones. At medium to large scales, a repeat 'fingerprint' is seen, showing whether the sequence is Alu-rich or LINE-rich, which correlates with high and low G+C content, respectively (the choice of colors parallels that used for the isochores).
GESTALT is implemented in Perl5 using CGI.pm and GD.pm, and is designed to pose minimal requirements on the user end. It has been successfully used to analyze contiguous human sequences up to 4 Mb (other species will be supported). Analysis speed is limited by the homology searches (e.g. 3.5 h/Mb for repeat masking), while graphical integration takes a few seconds.
